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Glimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from HistoryGlimpses from History

Loudspeaker - The Last Mile King in Audio
 In any audio system, the ultimate sound quality is decided by the

loudspeaker, irrespective of whatever
improvements are done at recording and
amplification stages.
           Loudspeaker  is an electromechanical
transducer that can translate electric impulses
into mechanical vibrations that our ears can
hear.

Here are some glimpses from loudspeaker history:Here are some glimpses from loudspeaker history:Here are some glimpses from loudspeaker history:Here are some glimpses from loudspeaker history:Here are some glimpses from loudspeaker history:
Ernst W. Siemens  was the first to describe the  moving coil transducer.
He was granted US patent  in 1874  for a Magneto Electric Apparatus
for obtaining the mechanical movement of an electrical coil by electric
currents transmitted through it.  Englishman, Sir Oliver Lodge (See
picture) received the second patent for a loudspeaker in 1898.
In 1924, C. W. Rice and E. W.  Kellogg,  two GE researchers, patented
the modern, moving coil loudspeaker.
In 1931,  Bell Laboratories developed the two way loudspeakers,
‘divided range’.  Graham Bell, Tesla, Edison  and many others also
contributed to the development of loudspeakers.
There is a pioneering Indian contribution to loudspeakers by  Dr. Amar
G. Bose. Born in Philadelphia in 1929 and after completing Ph.D.
from MIT, he founded Bose Corporation,   a world-renowned name in
audio speaker technology.   Bose speakers  have  now become a symbol
of  quality and technical innovations.

Oliver LodgeOliver LodgeOliver LodgeOliver LodgeOliver Lodge
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Zheng Xiaou

“““““A personA personA personA person’s name is to that person, the sweetest most important sound’s name is to that person, the sweetest most important sound’s name is to that person, the sweetest most important sound’s name is to that person, the sweetest most important sound
in any language.” - Dale Carnegiein any language.” - Dale Carnegiein any language.” - Dale Carnegiein any language.” - Dale Carnegie

inininin
such a way that his name can be easily rsuch a way that his name can be easily rsuch a way that his name can be easily rsuch a way that his name can be easily read.ead.ead.ead.

A person’s name is to that person, the sweetest most important sound
in any language.” - Dale Carnegie
We all know it well, but, at times, we feel utterly helpless when we
find it difficult to recollect the name of a person we are meeting
after a long gap. It could be our classmate in school or college years
back and he, unfortunately, remembers us well and greets us calling
the first name. We are unable to reciprocate and are at a loss to
save the situation. Often we go to the extreme step of asking for
the name in an apologetic way, with all the associated embarrassment
or shirk away from the scene to find out the name from someone
else to use it at the next opportunity.
There are several tips and techniques to help us remember names
which work well in a limited way. But we talk of a situation where
all these techniques fail, as the last time we met this person was 10
or 15 years back and also he has changed physically very much,
wiping out the last straw also to remember him that way. The
situation gets aggravated as we grow older and the faculties get
overloaded over time, affecting the sharpness of memory. If all of us
accept it as a situation applicable to all, with no underlying deliberate
intention to forget the name, we can save the situation for others
by telling our name and little details as soon as we meet someone
after a gap. Mostly, he will also be prompted to tell the name and
some details in reciprocation, thereby saving the situation for the
benefit of all.
In this connection, the practice of Japanese businessmen would be
well worth emulating. As soon as we meet him, with all Japanese
humility, he pulls out his business card and points it towards us in
such a way that his name can be easily read. Probably,
we can all do it in the same way with business cards
printed for easy reading from a distance and giving
it to the person at the first opportunity.
Alternatively, we can make it a habit to tell the
name as the first step, giving comfort to the other
person at the first instance itself.
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EEEEExxxxecutive Knowledge Lines wishes its readersecutive Knowledge Lines wishes its readersecutive Knowledge Lines wishes its readersecutive Knowledge Lines wishes its readers
the best of everything in the new year 2008 –the best of everything in the new year 2008 –the best of everything in the new year 2008 –the best of everything in the new year 2008 –
commendable professional achievements,commendable professional achievements,commendable professional achievements,commendable professional achievements,
enjoyable life at home and work place and goodenjoyable life at home and work place and goodenjoyable life at home and work place and goodenjoyable life at home and work place and good
health.health.health.health.

xecutive Knowledge Lines wishes its readers
the best of everything in the new year 2008 –
commendable professional achievements,
enjoyable life at home and work place and good
health.

One of the technology issues faced by electric utilities is its
inability to store excess electricity for use at a later period of high
demand. Now scientists from the University of Delaware are testing
electric cars to do just that: to store or supply grid electricity when

required, using a
new prototype made
by a US company,
AC Propulsion. In
other words,
electric and hybrid
cars could act as
energy stores for the
power grid while
not being driven,
using a system
created by a  team

of UD faculty  that enables vehicles to not only run on electricity
alone, but also to generate revenue by storing and providing electricity
for utilities. The technology — known as V2G, for vehicle-to-grid
— lets electricity flow from the car’s battery to power lines and back.
 

Associate Professor of Marine Policy Willett Kempton is the V2G
pioneer who began developing the technology more than a decade

Cars to Supply Power to Grid
 Electric Cars Earn Cash!

Energy

New YNew YNew YNew YNew Year Greetingsear Greetingsear Greetingsear Greetingsear Greetings
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ago and  is now
testing the
new prototype
vehicle. The
UD V2G team
i n c l u d e s
Kempton as
well as
m e c h a n i c a l
eng ineer ing
professors Ajay
Prasad and
Suresh Advani
and Meryl

Gardner, associate professor of business administration, along with
several students. .

In  US, on an average, a  car is only driven for one hour out of
every 24.  All-electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles could act as backups
to the grid while idle, using the V2G system developed by Kempton
and colleagues. The single battery in a car might make little difference
to the energy supply system. But, if hundreds or thousands of car owners
adopted the system, it could significantly improve the efficiency of
power distribution, the scientists say.

In simple terms, the system works like this: When the car (all
electric or plug-in-hybrid types only) is in the garage at  night times,
it gets fully charged, utilizing the low tariff applicable at odd hours of
the night. In the morning, when the power is in good demand (morning
peak), the car battery supplies power to the grid using appropriate
power interfaces, thereby helping utilities to add extra capacity at
lower cost.

In other words, when the car is in the V2G setting, the battery’s
charge goes up or down depending on the needs of the grid operator,
which sometimes must store surplus power and other times requires
extra power to respond to surges in usage. The ability of the V2G
car’s battery to act like a sponge provides a solution for utilities, which
pay millions to generating stations that help balance the grid. Kempton
estimates the value for utilities could be up to $4,000 per car a year
for the service, part of which could be paid to drivers. 
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The V2G system  could be a great help in the early morning,
Kempton says. Between 4 am and 7 am demand spikes as people,
factories and businesses start drawing power from the grid. Normally
power plants have to up their output to cope. When the trial system is
plugged in at Kempton’s house, an onboard computer uses ‘broadband-
over-powerlines’ – a system for sending computer data through  power
cables – to make a secure connection with a computer owned by grid
operator  whose  computer asks the car to charge up and store excess
power when demand is low, for example at night. Then, when demand
suddenly spikes, the car can supply extra electricity to help smooth
supply, providing it is still connected to the grid. Then they’ll begin
creating a user interface that will let drivers, for example, tell the car
to never go below 50 percent charge while in V2G mode. 
V2G Prototype SpecificationsV2G Prototype SpecificationsV2G Prototype SpecificationsV2G Prototype SpecificationsV2G Prototype Specifications
The Car:The Car:The Car:

Emissions:Emissions:Emissions:
Acceleration:Acceleration:Acceleration:

Range: Range: Range: 

Recharge:Recharge:Recharge:

Maintenance: Maintenance: Maintenance: 

The Car:The Car: Manufactured by vehicle technology company AC
Propulsion; formerly a Toyota Scion, which was chosen because it is
light yet provides plenty of passenger room
Emissions:Emissions: The car itself produces no carbon dioxide emissions
Acceleration:Acceleration: 0 to 60 miles per hour in 7 seconds
Top Speed: 95 miles per hour
Range: Range: 120 highway, 150 city
Battery Life: 5 years or about 50,000 miles (being tested and verified)
Recharge:Recharge: 2 hours using 240-volt plug or overnight using 110-volt
plug
Maintenance: Maintenance: No oil changes; brakes last three times longer because
the car has regenerative braking, a mechanism that slows the car and
returns power to the battery
[For details: www.udel.edu/V2G, www.sciencedaily.com, New
Scientist]

Mental Addition - Monkeys do it
Researchers at Duke University
have demonstrated that
monkeys have the ability to
perform mental addition. In
fact, Rhesus Macaque monkeys
performed nearly as well as

college students at quick
mental addition  when given
the same test. The findings add
to the evidence that non-verbal
math skills are not unique to
humans.
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It is estimated that as many as 5 lakh people die each year from
ordinary flu, so preventing its spread is a priority, particularly in hospitals
where patients may have a greater susceptibility to the disease.

Stephen Michielsen, a textiles scientist at the Georgia Institute
of Technology in Atlanta,     US, and colleagues have come up with a
way to kill flu viruses using dyes that release highly reactive oxygen
atoms.

T h e s e
dyes, such as
po rphy r in s
a n d
fluoresceines,
r e l e a s e
o x y g e n
radicals when
bombarded
with light.
Radicals have
the ability to
d e a c t i v a t e
viruses, and
even have
some anti-bacterial properties.

Michielsen’s idea is to embed the dyes in fibres that can then be
woven into clothes. These clothes  could then be used to kill viruses
in the filters of ventilation systems of hospitals, and in surgical masks.
He proposes other applications too, such as waiting-room wallpaper,
military uniforms, and aircraft cabin upholstery.
[For details: www.tfe.gatech.edu]

Virus-killing Fabrics
A  Value-added Service

Tech Brief

When one door of happiness closes, another opens:
but often we look so long at the closed door that
we do not see the one which has been opened for us.
                                                    - Helen Keller
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Optical Switches
The Smallest ever made

The world is moving towards an era in which  an optical fibre will
connect small consumer devices at  every home or office to supply
high data rates, including television on demand. The idea of using
fibre in the home or office requires small optical circuits that operate
with low power.

Prof. Thomas Krauss and team of  researchers at the   University
of St. Andrews have developed one of the smallest optical switches
ever made, using  photonic crystal technology to reduce the size of
the  switch to only a few wavelengths of light. Consequently, the
entire switch is only about one tenth of the size of a human hair.

At  present, optical switches are  millimetres in size. With silicon
as the material platform, the photonic devices developed by the group
can be mass-produced in a similar way as computer chips and supplied
at low cost.

The group aims to address the increasing need for optical
components at all levels of the communications network that carries
the ever-increasing flow of data over the Internet.
[For details:
www.st-andrews.ac.uk]

India is planning to reinforce its
knowledge supremacy by
allocating highest ever
budgetary support of 19% in the
11th Plan, making it  “India’s
educational plan”, according to
the Prime Minister Dr.
Manmohan Singh.  “It is through
universal literacy, access to
education and knowledge –

based agriculture and industrial
development that India must
henceforth march ahead to join
the front ranks of the great
nations of the world,” he added.
The PM said the challenge
before us is to ensure that
everyone has an access to
education and skill building in
their chosen field of activity.

India’s 11th Plan
Education Focused
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Our ears are generally capable of listening to frequencies in the
range of 20 to 20,000 Hz. These mid-range sounds lose energy rapidly,
such that we can only  hear them  coming from our immediate
surroundings. But sounds exist both above and below this  audible
range.  Ultrasound  can have frequencies of several megaHertz,  which
decays very quickly as it traverses from its source. At the lower end
there is ‘Infrasound’ covering sounds from the lower limit of human
hearing, (< 20 Hz ) down to few milliHz, too low to be detected by
the human  ear.  This frequency range is the same one that seismographs
use for monitoring earthquakes. Infrasound is characterized by an
ability to travel distances of several thousand kilometres  and get
around obstacles with very little loss of energy. Infrasonics  is the study
of such low end sound waves.
Sources of  InfrasoundSources of  InfrasoundSources of  InfrasoundSources of  InfrasoundSources of  Infrasound

Infrasound is created by a number of sources, the most prominent
among them being  the Earth itself, which generates acoustic waves,
mostly geophysical,  at much lower frequencies from volcanic eruptions,
tornadoes, avalanches, earthquakes, meteors, aurora, storms and
atmospheric turbulence. Infrasound also comes directly from the Earth’s
solid interior, producing a constant vibration or “hum” with a frequency
of just a few milliHz.

The first observation of naturally-occurring infrasound, possibly,
was during the eruption of the Indonesian volcano Krakatoa   in 1883.
This eruption generated the loudest recorded sound in history, and
was distinctly heard some 4800 km away on the island of Mauritius.

Other  infrasound sources include sprites,   transient luminous
events    similar to lightning occuring a fraction of a second after
strong lightning strokes, soaring upward to an altitude of nearly 100
kilometres. Similarly, auroras coming from space make sounds in the
0.1–0.01 Hz range that can travel 1,000 kilometres. Meteors also make
infrasonic booms.

Some large mammals, such as elephants, rhinoceros and whales,
are known to use infrasound at frequencies just below 20 Hz to

Infrasound
Sound  in  Silence

Demystification
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communicate with each other over distances of many kms. Man-made
infrasound at frequencies between about 0.1 and 10 Hz is also produced
by large chemical or nuclear explosions, rockets and supersonic aircraft.

Infrasound can also be generated by processes such as sonic booms,
explosions, both chemical and nuclear, by machinery such as diesel
engines and wind turbines and by specially-designed mechanical
transducers (industrial vibration tables) and large-scale subwoofer
loudspeakers.

It is believed that migrating birds use naturally generated
infrasound, from sources such as turbulent airflow over mountain
ranges, as a navigational aid.  Elephants, in particular, produce
infrasound waves that travel through the ground and are sensed by
other herds using their feet, often  separated by up to a few kms.

Scientists also discovered that the spinning core or vortex of a
tornado creates infrasonic waves which can be detected for up to 160
km  away, and so can help provide early warning of tornadoes.
Monitoring InfrasoundMonitoring InfrasoundMonitoring InfrasoundMonitoring InfrasoundMonitoring Infrasound

    

Infrasonics researchers have definite reasons for monitoring the
presence of  infrasound, because of one particular human source of
infrasound— nuclear bomb testing.

Before the satellites took over the monitoring  job in the 1960s,
the U.S. Air Force used infrasound monitors to detect other nations’
nuclear testing, and with the recently signed Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty,  a new worldwide network of infrasound stations is being
built  The scientists, however, are concerned about the problem of
false alarms created by meteors. Infrasound was also used by Allied
forces in World War I to locate artillery; the frequency of the muzzle
blast from firing was noticeably different than that produced by the
explosion, allowing the two sources to be discriminated.

Infrasound sometimes results naturally from severe weather, surf,
lee waves, avalanches, earthquakes, volcanoes, bolides,  waterfalls,
calving of icebergs, etc. Microbaroms, also known as the “voice of the
sea”,  are a class of atmospheric infrasonic waves generated in marine
storms, which are a significant noise source that can potentially
interfere with the detection of infrasound from clandestine nuclear
explosions.
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Effects of infrasoundEffects of infrasoundEffects of infrasoundEffects of infrasoundEffects of infrasound

The FThe FThe FThe Futureutureutureuture

In the matter of  behavioral patterns of animals and the infrasonic
effects of natural disasters, animals have been known to use these as
an early warning. A recent example of this is the 2004 tsunami that
hit the shores of Asia. Animals were reported to flee the area long
before the actual tsunami hit the shores, possibly sensing the infrasonic
waves. Infrasound created by predators like a tiger (in their grunts)
‘freezes’ their prey in its tracks.

In humans, infrasound has been known to cause feelings of awe
or fear.   Since it is not consciously perceived, it can make people feel
vaguely that supernatural events or ghosts are involved. It is possible
to physically feel intense infrasound at frequencies above about 1 Hz,
for example by standing at the foot of a runway when a large jet aircraft
flies overhead. Infrasound can also induce a sense of uneasiness, say,
anxiety, extreme sorrow, chills down the spine and feelings of pressure
on the chest. In 2003,  UK researchers found that they could induce
sadness and anxiety in an audience by pumping acoustic waves with a
frequency of 17 Hz into a concert hall.
The Future

Making mprovements in the design of infrasonic detectors is a
major activity today. The latest here is  a new detection system based
on optical fibres -  optical fibre infrasound sensor or OFIS. Another
novel infrasound detection system currently being developed  is the
‘distributed sensor’ able to both reduce noise and provide directional
information about an infrasonic source.

A number of   universities world over have active research
programs in infrasound, including the Univ.of Mississippi, Southern
Methodist University,   Univ. of California, the Univ. of Alaska
Fairbanks, the Univ. of Hawaii etc.

With so much activity taking place in infrasound arena around
the globe, the infrasound network is expected to provide further insights
into how our atmosphere works.
[For details: www.inframatics.org, www.geology.smu.edu,
www.physics.org, www.defensetechbriefs.com,
 http://en.wikipedia.org/]
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Mathematicians from the Universities of Exeter, Bristol and
Budapest, have come up with an explanation to the mystery of traffic
jams by developing a model to show how major delays occur on our
roads, with no apparent cause. Many traffic jams leave drivers baffled
as they finally reach the end of a tail-back to find no visible cause for
their delay.

The team developed a mathematical model to show the impact of
unexpected events such as a
lorry pulling out of its lane on
a dual carriageway (divided
highway with median between
traffic going in opposite
directions). Their model
revealed that slowing down
below a critical speed when
reacting to such an event, a
driver would force the car
behind to slow down further

and the next car back to reduce its speed further still. The result of
this is that several miles back, cars would finally grind to a halt, with
drivers oblivious to the reason for their delay.

The model predicts that this is a very typical scenario on a busy
highway (above 15 vehicles per km). The jam moves backwards through
the traffic creating a so-called ‘backward travelling wave’, which
drivers may encounter many miles upstream, several minutes after it
was triggered.

Dr Gabor Orosz of the University of Exeter says:  Our model shows
that overreaction of a single driver can have enormous impact on the
rest of the traffic, leading to massive delays.

According to the model, heavy traffic alone will not automatically
lead to congestion but can be smooth-flowing. This model takes into
account the time-delay in drivers’ reactions, which lead to drivers

News Scan

Traffic Jam Mystery
Solution By Mathematicians
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Magic Square Puzzle
January ’08

Construct a magic square by
filling the blank cells with the
missing numbers in the sequence
1 to 16. The magic sum is 34,
which shouls be the sum of each
row, column and diagonal.

Solution of
Magic Square
Puzzle
December ’07

Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’ dealing with construction of MagicBook  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’ dealing with construction of MagicBook  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’ dealing with construction of MagicBook  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’ dealing with construction of MagicBook  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’ dealing with construction of Magic
Squares is available through EKLSquares is available through EKLSquares is available through EKLSquares is available through EKLSquares is available through EKL

braking more heavily than would have been necessary had they
identified and reacted to a problem ahead a second earlier.

Dr Orosz continued: “When you tap your brake, the traffic may
come to a full stand-still several miles behind you. It really matters
how hard you brake - a slight braking from a driver who has identified
a problem early will allow the traffic flow to remain smooth. Heavier
braking, usually caused by a driver reacting late to a problem, can
affect traffic flow for many miles.”
[For details: www.physorg.com, http://in.news.yahoo.com]
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Silver possesses natural antibacterial qualities that get
strengthened at the nanoscale. This feature is now being utilized by
fashion designers and fibre scientists at Cornell University to create
clothing that helps to prevent  colds and flu. The silver infusion also
reduces the need to wash the garment, since it destroys bacteria, and
the small size of the particles prevents soiling and stains.

Electrostatically charged silver nanoparticles,  about 10-20
nanometres across, are used to  create  a protective shield around the
cotton fibres on the top part of the dress, and the sleeves, hood and
pockets of the jacket.  Dipping the positively charged cotton into the
negatively charged silver nanoparticle solution results in the particles
clinging to the cotton fibers which are then used to create the dress
with the ability to deactivate many harmful bacteria and viruses.
[For details: www.physorg.com , www.news.cornell.edu]

Nano-particle treated Clothing
Prevents Colds and Flu
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Mushroom
Rich Food and Strong Medicine

General

Mushrooms are the reproductive fruit bodies of fungi which grow
on dead organic matter like wood and agricultural wastes, and also on
earth. A single cap can produce well over a billion microscopic spores!
Spores migrate, merge, and grow cellular hair-like filaments (called
mycelium) that form masses and become new mushroom fruits.

Researchers estimate the number of species of mushroom to be
around 38,000. Of these more than 2,000 species of mushrooms
throughout the world are reported to be edible. In India about 200
varieties are said to be available. They provide a wealth of proteins,
fibre, vitamins and minerals. And at least four species, namely Maitake,
Shitake, Oyster, and Reishi are considered highly edible and strongly
medicinal, and are commercially grown for food and medicine.

Use of mushrooms for medicinal purposes can be traced to the
Han dynasty in China (BC 206  to AD 220). An early Chinese medical
text records the use of these mushrooms to treat ailments of the stomach
and spleen and hemorrhoids as well as distraught nerves.
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But BEWBut BEWBut BEWBut BEWBut BEWARE!ARE!ARE!ARE!
Legend has itLegend has itLegend has itLegend has it
that the Buddhathat the Buddhathat the Buddhathat the Buddha
died bydied bydied bydied by
ingesting aingesting aingesting aingesting a
p o i s o n o u sp o i s o n o u sp o i s o n o u sp o i s o n o u s
mushroom thatmushroom thatmushroom thatmushroom that
was given towas given towas given towas given to
him by a peasanthim by a peasanthim by a peasanthim by a peasant
considering it toconsidering it toconsidering it toconsidering it to
be a delicacybe a delicacybe a delicacybe a delicacy,,,,
indicating that,indicating that,indicating that,indicating that,
even the highlyeven the highlyeven the highlyeven the highly
enlightened canenlightened canenlightened canenlightened can
taste thetaste thetaste thetaste the
afterlife byafterlife byafterlife byafterlife by
eating theeating theeating theeating the

wrong wild mushroom. The lesson is that consumption ofwrong wild mushroom. The lesson is that consumption ofwrong wild mushroom. The lesson is that consumption ofwrong wild mushroom. The lesson is that consumption of
mushroom should be highly selective on the right varieties.mushroom should be highly selective on the right varieties.mushroom should be highly selective on the right varieties.mushroom should be highly selective on the right varieties.

ARE!
Legend has it
that the Buddha
died by
ingesting a
p o i s o n o u s
mushroom that
was given to
him by a peasant
considering it to
be a delicacy,
indicating that,
even the highly
enlightened can
taste the
afterlife by
eating the

wrong wild mushroom. The lesson is that consumption of
mushroom should be highly selective on the right varieties.

The modern mushroom culture produces more proteins per unit
area of land than by any other form of agriculture. Mushroom is richer
in protein as compared to cereals, pulses, fruits and vegetables. The
efficiency with which mushroom converts carbohydrates into protein
is about 65 percent in comparison to about 20 percent in pork and 45
percent in beef. Its proteins have 60 to 70 percent digestibility and it
contains all the essential amino acids. In addition to protein,
mushroom also contains carbohydrates, fat, vitamins B, C, D and K
and minerals like
calcium, phosphorus,
potassium, iron and
copper. Mushroom is
completely devoid of
starch and hence
constitutes a good item in
the diet of diabetic
persons. Besides,
mushroom has a high fibre
content which is a usefully
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constituent of our diet. The vitamins are well retained during cooking,
canning, drying and freezing.

Reports indicate the potential of mushroom as life-saving
antibiotics and a biologically active substance. During the past 50
years, several major advancements in medicine came from lower
organisms such as molds, yeast, and mushrooms. The first antibiotics
were extracted from fungi. Penicillin, tetracyclene and aureomycin,
derived from molds, were hailed as a wonder drug for infections and
communicable diseases. We have also seen a rapid pace of
advancement in organ transplant due to Cyclosporin, a drug derived
from a fungus that uses insects as its host. These lower organisms are
used to commercially produce bread, beer, wine, cheese, organic acids,
and vitamins - including Vitamin C. The Vitamin C tablet you take
may be a by-product of fungal growth.

Mushrooms are valuable health food - low in calories, high in
vegetable proteins, chitin, iron, zinc, fibre, essential amino acids,
vitamins and minerals. Mushrooms also have a long history of use in
Traditional Chinese Medicine. Recent studies suggest that Mushrooms
are probiotic – in the sense that they help our body strengthen itself
and fight off illness by maintaining physiological homeostasis - restoring
our body’s balance and natural resistance to disease. The compounds
they contain have been classified as Host Defense Potentiators (HDP)
which can have immune system enhancement properties. That is one
of the reasons they are currently used as adjuncts to cancer treatments
in Japan, Russia, China, and the U.S.A. Both cellular components
and secondary metabolites of a large number of mushrooms have been
shown to effect the immune system of the host and therefore could be
used to treat a variety of disease states.

Many scientific studies performed in universities and medical
facilities have produced volumes of data on the medicinal effects of
mushrooms on many different ailments affecting humans. An extract
called Lentinan from a variety of mushroom called Shiitake (for
centuries called “Elixir of Life”) has been licensed as an anti-cancer
drug by the Japanese. Lentinan has shown some effect on bowel cancer,
liver cancer, stomach cancer, ovarian cancer and lung cancer. Lentinan
stimulates the production of T lymphocytes and natural killer cells
and can be effective in the anti-viral treatment of AIDS. Shiitake is
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The most expensive mushroom in the world is considered to be
white truffle. It is found mainly in Italy, grow underground by the
roots of hazelnut and oak trees.

The lowest price of a kilogram of white truffles was reported as
$5500. As per reports, in 2005 an anonymous buyer, from Hong Kong,
at a charity auction, paid $112,000/- for a kg of white truffle.
The most expensive mushroom of 2007 turned out to be a massive one
weighing1.5 kg! A mushroom of that size is pretty rare. It is one of the
most treasured types of mushrooms in the world. The major appeal
was also the strange shape of the truffle. Normally truffles are more
round. But this looks like the brain of a man. The mushroom was
actioned, as per reports, for a sum of $330000/-.

White Truffle - Costliest Mushroom

rich in several anti-oxidants, Selenium, Uric acid and Vitamins A,
E, C and D. Shiitake mushrooms may also lower blood pressure in
those with hypertension, lower serum cholesterol levels, increase
libido, stimulate the production of Interferon which has anti-viral
effects, and has proven effective against Hepatitis in some cases.
Some other varieties of mushrooms are found to strengthen the
immune system’s ability to fight against bacterial and viral infection,
as well as demonstrate anti-tumor activity, lowers LDL cholesterol,
protects the liver and is anti-inflammatory and may slow the aging
process.

Most studies on the health benefits of mushrooms for humans
have focused on immune enhancement properties. Mushroom
Nutraceuticals can provide a regular benign challenge to the immune
system by presenting many different molecules in a non-hostile
manner.

Mushroom has been cultivated successfully at different places
in India and throughout the world. Its cultivation requires very little
skill, care and investment. Mushroom is highly perishable and should
be marketed and consumed as soon as possible after harvest. It is
estimated that approximately 50% of the annual 5 million metric
tons of cultivated edible mushrooms contain functional medicinal
properties.
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Western Australian black truffles are advertised for sale for $3000/-
per kilogram. The same has been known to retail in Japan for US $200
- 2000 a kilogram! In Japan it is known as “matsutake” which means,

“pine fungus” and it has been collected
and consumed there from the mixed pine
forests of Japan.The annual harvest of
matsutake in Japan is now less than 1000
tonnes, consequently, with this decline
of the locally available product, most
matsutake are now imported, chiefly
from Korea, China, Canada and the US,
with Canada contributing 15 - 20% of
the total import. Recently, countries
such as Sweden and Mexico have also
begun exporting. On the world market,

Canadian mushrooms are worth about half the value of Korea’s and
one quarter of the Japanese. Needless to say, with such a high priced
commodity, in areas previously considered remote, such as the
Himalayan pine forests of Nepal and Bhutan, matsutake is now
collected and, using an air transport infrastructure, exported to Japan.

The prices paid for matsutake mushrooms vary according to origin
and shape. The young unopened button specimens, gathered in Japan,
are considered to be the best and fetch the highest price. But once
the cap starts to open and the veil starts to break away from the cap,
the grade and consequently the price decreases. In 1998, at the
beginning of the collecting season in the Japanese autumn, matsutake
over 8 cm long, retailed for US $2000/kg. Unlike many edible fungi,
the taste of the matsutake flavours are not the attraction, rather it is
the emitted aroma-sometimes described, by western palates, as fruity
and spicy, but with a rather off-putting smell. The association of
matsutake with pine trees, the Japanese symbol of longevity, has created
a close connection with their cultural identity, which is probably a
significant reason for matsutake being the world’s most expensive
mushroom.

[Caution: Remember SriBuddha story always. Buy mushroom  only[Caution: Remember SriBuddha story always. Buy mushroom  only[Caution: Remember SriBuddha story always. Buy mushroom  only[Caution: Remember SriBuddha story always. Buy mushroom  only[Caution: Remember SriBuddha story always. Buy mushroom  only
from reliable sources]from reliable sources]from reliable sources]from reliable sources]from reliable sources]
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A Man among Animals
Gerald Durrell, Naturalist & Writer

‘The scorpion would lie there quite quietly as you examined him, only
raising his tail in an apologetic gesture of warning if you breathed too hard
on him. I grew very fond of these scorpions. I found them to be pleasant,
unassuming creatures
with, on the whole, the
most charming habits.
Provided you did
nothing silly or clumsy
(like putting your hand
on one) the scorpions
treated you with
respect, their one desire
being to getaway and
hide as quickly as
possible.’ (My F(My F(My F(My F(My Familyamilyamilyamily
and other Animals-and other Animals-and other Animals-and other Animals-
Gerald Durrell.Gerald Durrell.Gerald Durrell.

a n d

amily
and other Animals-
Gerald Durrell.Gerald Durrell. Penguin Books, 1977.)

This was no Outdoor Ogre in the Animal Planet TV channel
gushing about a venomous creature. It was an 11-year old boy named
Gerald Durrell, somewhere in the Corfu Island in the Mediterranean,
way back in the 30s - the boy who went on to become a best - loved

best - known author and conservationist all over the world.
Love for the fellow creatures is an instinctive feeling. You cannot
cultivate that passion, but only ignite and spread it through knowledge
and wisdom, fired by an insatiable urge and an unwavering
commitment to improve the conditions of the world one lives in. There
are people like Jane Goodall with her chimpanzees or the late Diane
Fossey, who died to the bullets of Gorilla poachers, their entire lives
dedicated to the conservation of a single specie. And there is Gerald
Durrell, who built a zoo for endangered species, wrote 37 books on
natural history, which were translated into 31 languages, and
presented 14 television series with 150 million viewers worldwide.
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Figure:1 HITS System

British zoologist, traveler, writer and broadcaster, Gerald Malcom
Durrell was born in Jamshedpur, India on January 7, 1925 as the
youngest of the 4 children of Lawrence Samuel, a civil engineer and
Louisa Florence Durrell. When he was ten, Durell’s widowed mother
took her family to live on the Greek island of Corfu. The life in Corfu
was the most enviable one a boy could ever have. As a child unfettered
physically or mentally, the happy life in Corfu laid the foundations of
Durrell’s contributions to wildlife conservation.

Durrell was educated by private tutors. With the burning ambition
to have a zoo of his own, from 1945 to 46 he worked at Whipsnade Zoo
as a student animal keeper. At the age of 21 he embarked on his first
wild animal collection trip across the seas.

In the 1950s Durrell published his first animal stories, which
became very popular and have been translated into many languages.
My Family and Other Animals (1956) told tales about his
unconventional family and the islanders on Corfu. In The Drunken
Forest (1978) and Three Tickets to Adventure (1954) he described
animal-collecting expeditions.

In 1958 Durrell set up a small zoo in the Channel Islands of Jersey
off the coast of England. Durrell’s vision of a zoo was vastly different
from the popular notion of an exhibition of exotic creatures. He called
zoos, ‘stamp collections of animals’. Later, Durrell founded the Jersey
Wildlife Preservation Trust – a worldwide organisation dedicated to
the captive breeding of severely endangered animals, and their
eventual reintroduction into the wild. Durrell was the first
conservationist who proved that endangered species could be
successfully bred in captivity in the zoos for later release to their natural
habitats. Many zoos around the world have since adopted this novel
concept. Golden Lion Tamarin monkeys were successfully bred and
sent back to increase in their natural home, the Brazilian coastal rain
forest. The Mauritius pink pigeon once down to fewer than 20
specimens surviving in the wild, were rescued here from extinction -
and now thrive once more in Mauritius. Durrell oversaw the successful
and often pioneering breeding of rare animals such as Mauritius
Kestrels, Bali Starlings, Round Island Skinks, Lowland Gorillas,
Spectacled Bears, Snow Leopards, Rodrigues Fruit Bats, Black and
White Ruffed Lemurs, Przewalski’s horse, Aye-Ayes and many more.
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Many other rare and endangered animals, birds and reptiles have
been bred and sold to other zoos by Durrell.

Durrell died on January 30, 1995. His dream was of a time when
no animals were any longer endangered and such zoos would no longer
be required. He died after many months of illness, leaving no children.

In the ‘Tailpiece’ to his novel The Mockery Bird, Durrell stated
that “the world and its wildlife [are] being steadily and ruthlessly
decimated by what we call progress.” At the Jersey Wildlife Trust, he
continued, “we are endeavoring to build up colonies of almost extinct
species, to save them, and to train people from different parts of the
world in the arts of captive breeding, in order to help these animals
that are being edged into oblivion by our unthinking rapaciousness. .
. . We are pleading on behalf of these plants and creatures because
they cannot plead for themselves, and it is, after all, your world which
we are asking you to help preserve.”

In the foreword to ‘The Amateur Naturalist’ by Lee & Gerald
Durrell, they wrote: “ we hope that the new generation of young naturalists
will be stimulated by this book to delve deeper into the unending beauties,
intricacies and mysteries of nature. But, more than that, we hope you will
come to understand how and where humankind fits in the whole web of
life. We are an important part of the web, because we now have a terrifying
ability to shake it and even destroy it, but we are not at the centre of it, for
each stand of nature is both great and humble. Our place is as steward, not
of this country or that, but of the whole planet. The mantle of stewardship
is great because it carries enormous responsibility, but unless it is worn with
humility, all current forms of life, including ourselves, face oblivion”.

[V. Balachandran balanpnb@gmail.com]

Live in each season as it passes; breathe the air,
drink the drink, taste the fruit, and resign yourself
to the influences of each.
                                      - Henry David Thoreau
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Ultra-fast Fibre Lasers
Nanotechnology and Biomedicine

to Benefit

Technologies
in Horizon

A f t e r
m a k i n g
inroads into
telecom area,
optical fibre is
now finding
application in
ultra-fast laser
field-the kind
that emit light
in short pulses
f o r l a s e r
machining or
spectroscopy.

When lasers were developed in the 1960s, they were a solution
looking for a problem to solve. Since then, they have become an
essential tool in industries as diverse as nanotechnology and
biomedicine.

A new generation of ultra-fast fibre lasers being developed in
Europe under a EU-funded Uranus project,  is creating even more
uses for the beams of high-intensity light, while lowering production
and maintenance costs and increasing efficiency.

As on today,  many commercial ultra-fast lasers  which emit light
in short pulses in  the picosecond and femtosecond range for laser
machining or spectroscopy,  have been based on solid-state technology
using bulk optical components. However, they have several drawbacks,
like their large size and high production and maintenance costs. Now
the scientists are trying to solve these  problems by using optical fibre,
rather than air, to carry the light.

“Fibre lasers could replace solid-state lasers for most uses, as well
as open the door to new applications,” explains Mircea Guina,   the
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In Forthcoming Issues

     Detecting diabetes with light - Electrical engineers,
endocrinologists, and microbiologists working on a new non-
invasive testing method for diabetes.
Scent Marketing - It is not about marketing scent, but about
making use of fragrances to make people buy unrelated
products
Active Building Envelope (ABE) system –Comprising of solar
panels, solid-state, thermoelectric heat pumps and a storage
device to provide energy on rainy days,  the ABE system
accomplishes the jobs of both cooling and heating, yet operates
silently with no moving parts.
Salt Tolerant Plants: If fresh water is not available or is
uneconomical, the only option is to plant salt-tolerant crops.
Efforts to develop more salt-tolerant crops  are on.
‘Slow Food’ initiative to counter the ills of ‘Fast Food’ culture
Transparent transistors to realize ‘e-paper’ using

        nanotechnology
Computer screens: Display colour decides energy saving
potential
RuBee: Next generation of  RFID ( Version 2.0) to  read
around water and metal.
Marine Medicines: The inexhaustible marine resources.

manager of the Uranus project and a researcher at the Tampere
University of Technology in Finland.

 Guina  foresees ultra-fast fibre lasers playing a key role in
machining even smaller nanotechnology systems and in demonstrating
practical new applications, such as optical coherence tomography,
which is a 3D digital imaging technique used in medicine, among
many other applications.

[For details: www.azooptics.com, www.fianium.com, ICT Results]
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Bringing new drugs to the public typically costs pharmaceutical
or biotechnology companies substantial amount of money and takes
an average of 10 to 12 years.  The design and development process is
to ensure that only pharmaceutical products that are both safe and
effective are brought to market. The following are the steps involved
in the process.
Development ProcessDevelopment ProcessDevelopment ProcessDevelopment ProcessDevelopment Process

TTTTarget identificationarget identificationarget identification

TTTTarget prioritization/validationarget prioritization/validationarget prioritization/validation

New drugs are evolved in the laboratory with scientists consisting
of chemists, biologists and pharmacologists who identify cellular and
genetic factors that play a role in specific diseases. Molecular biologists
search for chemical and biological substances, likely to have drug-
like effects to target biological markers. Chemists will then synthesize
a number of different compounds with variations in their molecular
structures.  Out of every 5,000 new compounds (chemical substances
prepared in the laboratory or isolated from plants) identified during
the discovery process, only about five have a chance of being safe for
testing in human volunteers after preclinical evaluations. After three
to six years of further clinical testing in patients, only one or two of
these compounds are ultimately approved as drugs for treatment. The
following sequence of research activities mark the beginning of the
process that results in development of new medicines:

Target identificationarget identification: Drugs usually act on either cellular or
genetic chemicals in the body, known as targets, which are believed
to be associated with a disease.  Scientists use a variety of techniques
to identify and isolate a target and learn more about its functions and
how they influence diseases.  Compounds are then identified that
have various interactions with drug targets helpful in treatment of a
specific disease.

Target prioritization/validationarget prioritization/validation: To select targets most likely
to be useful in the development of new treatments for disease,
researchers analyze and compare each drug target to others based on
their association with a specific disease and their ability to regulate
biological and chemical compounds in the body.  Tests are conducted

New Medicines
Development and Marketing

Health
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to confirm that interactions with the drug target are associated with a
desired change in the behavior of diseased cells.  Research scientists
can then identify compounds that have an effect on the target selected.

Lead identification:Lead identification:Lead identification:

Lead optimization:Lead optimization:Lead optimization:Lead optimization:

 T T T Testing in human volunteersesting in human volunteersesting in human volunteersesting in human volunteers
 Preclinical technology: Preclinical technology: Preclinical technology: Preclinical technology:

ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry, manufacturing and controls:, manufacturing and controls:, manufacturing and controls:, manufacturing and controls:

 Lead identification:Lead identification: A lead compound or substance is one that
is believed to have potential to treat disease.  Scientists can compare
known substances with new compounds to determine their likelihood
of success.  Testing is then done with each of these molecules to confirm
its effect on the drug target.

Lead optimization:
Lead optimization compares
the properties of various
l e a d c o m p o u n d s a n d
provides information to
help pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies select the compound
or compounds with the greatest potential to be developed into safe
and effective medicines.  Often during this stage of development, lead
prioritization studies are conducted in living organisms (in vivo) and
in cells in the test tube (in vitro) to compare various lead compounds
and how they are metabolized and affect the body.
 Testing in human volunteers

 Preclinical technology: During the preclinical development of
a drug, laboratory tests document the effect of the investigational drug
in living organisms (in vivo) and in cells in the test tube (in vitro).
The lead compound or substance that is believed to be most effective
and safe is then tested extensively in laboratory animals to make certain
that it will be safe for use in human beings.  It can take anywhere
between one to five years to complete the evaluation of the compound
at this stage.  The various tests conducted during this phase will
determine in what form, oral tablets, intravenous injections, etc., the
drug will be administered to human beings.  Scientists will also ascertain
the pharmaceutical composition of the drug, its safety and how it will
be formulated and manufactured.

Chemistry, manufacturing and controls: The results of
preclinical testing are used by experts in pharmaceutical methods to
determine how to best formulate the drug for its intended clinical use.
For example, a drug that is intended to act on the sinuses may be
formulated as a time-release capsule or as a nasal spray.  Regulatory
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agencies require testing that documents the characteristics; chemical
composition, purity, quality and potency of the drug’s active ingredient
and of the formulated drug.

Pharmacology/TPharmacology/TPharmacology/TPharmacology/Tooooxicology:xicology:xicology:

Clinical TClinical TClinical TClinical Testing in Humansesting in Humansesting in Humansesting in Humans

Phase I Clinical Studies:Phase I Clinical Studies:Phase I Clinical Studies:Phase I Clinical Studies:

 Phase II Clinical Studies: Phase II Clinical Studies: Phase II Clinical Studies:

Pharmacology/Toxicology:xicology: Pharmacological testing determines
effects of the candidate drug on the body. Toxicology studies are
conducted to identify potential risks to humans.
Clinical Testing in Humans
Results of all testing must be provided to the regulatory agencies in
order to obtain permission to begin clinical testing in humans.
Regulatory agencies review the specific tests and documentation that
are required to proceed to the next stage of development.  Testing of
an investigational new drug begins with submission of information
about the drug and application for permission to begin administration
to healthy volunteers or patients.  In addition to obtaining permission
from appropriate regulatory authorities, an institutional or independent
review board (IRB) or ethical advisory board must approve the protocol
for testing as well as the informed consent documents that volunteers
sign prior to participating in a clinical study.  An IRB is an independent
committee of physicians, community advocates and others that ensures
a clinical trial is ethical and the rights of study participants are
protected.  Clinical testing is usually described as consisting of Phase
I, Phase II and Phase III clinical studies. In each successive phase,
increasing numbers of patients are tested.

Phase I Clinical Studies: Phase I studies are designed to verify
safety and tolerability of the candidate drug in humans and typically
take six to nine months.  These are the first studies conducted in
humans.  A small number of subjects, usually from 20 to 100 healthy
volunteers, take the investigational drug for short periods of time.
Testing includes observation and careful documentation of how the
drug acts in the body, how it is absorbed, distributed, metabolized and
excreted.

 Phase II Clinical Studies: Phase II Clinical Studies: Phase II studies are designed to
determine effectiveness and further study the safety of the candidate
drug in humans.  Depending upon the type of investigational drug
and the condition it treats, this phase of development generally takes
from six months up to three years.  Testing is conducted with up to
several hundred patients suffering from the condition the
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investigational drug is designed to treat.  This testing determines
safety and effectiveness of the drug in treating the condition and
establishes the minimum and maximum effective dose. Most Phase II
clinical trials are randomized, or randomly divided into groups, one of
which receives the investigational drug, one of which gets a placebo
containing no medication and sometimes a third that receives a
currently available medicine to which the new investigational drug
will be compared. In addition, most Phase II studies are double-
blinded, meaning that neither patients nor researchers evaluating
the compound know who is receiving the investigational drug or
placebo.

 Phase III Clinical Studies: Phase III Clinical Studies: Phase III Clinical Studies: Phase III Clinical Studies:

 Marketing the New Drug Marketing the New Drug Marketing the New Drug Marketing the New Drug

 Phase III Clinical Studies: Phase III studies provide expanded
testing of effectiveness and safety of an investigational drug, usually
in randomized and blinded clinical
trials. Depending upon the type of
drug candidate and the condition it
treats, this phase usually requires
one to four years of testing.  In Phase
III, safety and efficacy testing is
conducted with several hundred to
thousands of volunteer patients
suffering from the condition the
investigational drug treats.
 Marketing the New Drug

The pharmaceutical companies that successfully complete all the
stages of drug discovery and development, and have all the data
gathered from these studies, are then required to approach the
regulatory authorities of their respective countries (FDA in the US,
Drug Control General in India) to apply for permission to market the
new drug. These applications are called NDAs (New Drug
Applications) in the U.S. and MAAs (Marketing Authorization
Applications) in Europe.  The application must present substantial
evidence that the drug will have the effect it is represented to have
when people use it or under the conditions for which it is prescribed,
recommended or suggested in the labeling.

It may take anywhere between six months to two years to obtain
approval to market a new drug.
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Readers say

Sir,

The December issue has an article which claims that the
extension of personal mobility from two dimensions to three dimensions
would be a solution for the traffic jams ! Air traffic control is a serious
issue even without every Tom, Dick and Harry taking to the air. Here
again what about the energy issue ? We are today worried about the
sustainability of even surface transport as it stands. And I believe (based
on elementary technical considerations) that it takes a minimum of
50 W power to just keep a kilogram airborne, over and above the
power required to propel it forward. So flying is not the most energy
efficient way to get around. Rail and water transport are the most
economical in terms of energy requirement. Mostly cars are just adult
toys or jewellery, and of course making them is big business. This is, I
think, the main reason why we don’t see a more rational transport
policy.

D. Krishna Warrier
Adl. Director
C-DAC, Trivandrum

TTTTTesting after Markesting after Markesting after Markesting after Marketingetingetingetingesting after Marketing
Once the pharmaceutical company receives an approval to

market the new drug and after the new drug is marketed, there are
more studies conducted in order to ensure that the drug has proven
safety and efficacy in larger populations (Phase III and Phase IV).
These studies involve many thousands of patients across the globe
and may go on for several years.  These studies may be designed to
determine longer-term efficacy of the drug, see its effect in new age
groups (children) or patient types (gender, age, race etc.), or
effectiveness in new indications where it can be used, or even cost
comparisons with already available drugs to treat the same disease
condition. As with all stages of drug development testing, the purpose
is to ensure the safety and effectiveness of marketed drugs.

[R K, New Jersey, U.S.A]
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Info Bits

Now the wireless Internet has become a way of life for the techno-
savvy people who look around airport lounges, hotel lobbys etc. for
the presence of Wi-Fi signals to connect their laptops for Internet
use. The new,  stylish Wi-Fi Detector Shirt can display the current
Wi-Fi signal strength to yourself and everyone around you. The glowing
bars on the front of the shirt dynamically change as the surrounding

Wi-Fi signal strength fluctuates.
The black cotton shirt  continuously

displays the current Wi-Fi signal strength
for 802.11b or 802.11g standards. With a
battery pack concealed in a small pocket,
the system works for several hours. The shirt
can be machine-washed after removing the
battery, animated decal etc. forming part of
the electronic circuitry.

Wi-Fi Detector Shirt

During aircraft touch down, the sudden acceleration experienced
by the landing gear wheels can c a u s e
excessive wear and tear, often leading to
even tyre-bursts under stress. As a result, many
aircrafts have mechanical systems that rotate the
wheels before touchdown, so that they match the
speed of the aircraft as it hits the ground.

But these systems are heavy and expensive to
retro-fit, if an aircraft doesn’t already have them,
says Gecheng Zha, an aerospace engineer at the
University of Miami, Florida, US.

Instead, Zha suggests fitting aircraft with tyres that have built-in
aerofoils that exploit the surrounding airflow to make them rotate. He
says such wheels would be relatively cheap and light, and that the
aerofoils would generate more torque than mechanical systems that
attach to the wheel hub.
[For details: www6.miami.edu/]

Securing Aircraft Tyres
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Pharmacists have
always been trying  various
mechanisms to control the
release of drugs from a pill,
to give maximum benefit
to a patient. The present
methods include using a
pill that may come with a
coating that is designed
to be dissolved in a
particular part of the
digestive tract or after a
certain amount of time.
But these methods are not
really all that effective
considering how the rate

of passage through the body varies, with different individuals having
varying levels of digestive enzymes compared to others.

Now, the electronics major Philips has come up with a remote-
controlled pill with a cavity for carrying a drug which can be opened
by a remote signal.
The passage of the pill can be followed by MRI or ultrasound and the
drug dispensed with an electronic trigger at the appropriate location.
Philips has also applied for a patent  for  this automated medicament
delivery system which can be signaled to dose our innards via an
external, electronic trigger.

The drug can also be released according to other external factors.
For example, if  the patient’s blood pressure hits a predetermined
number. For allergy sufferers, the device could be designed to
communicate with external sensors which would release drugs if say
the atmospheric pollen count reaches a certain level.

Philips hopes the pills can be made cheap enough to be disposable,
so they need not be collected and recycled after use.
[For details: http://gadgets.engadget.com/, http://www.philips.com/,
other websites]

Remote-controlled Pill
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 If the engineers could know what happens in the flame zone
of a highly turbulent combustion chamber, many problems associated
with soot and other pollutants  could be sorted out.  But that’s not
exactly an easy place for an engineer to take measurements. Terry
Meyer, an assistant professor of mechanical engineering at Iowa State
University is addressing this problem by developing  highly sophisticated
laser-based sensors that can capture images at thousands and even
millions of frames per second. Those images record all kinds of data
about what’s happening in the flaming mix of fuel and air.  The goal is
to probe this harsh environment to provide the knowledge required to
reduce pollutant emissions and enable the utilization of alternative
fuels. By selecting lasers of different wavelengths, Meyer’s combustion
sensors can record where pollutants such as soot, nitric oxide and carbon
monoxide are being formed. The sensors can also look for unburned
fuel and capture data about fuel sprays, fuel-air mixing and energy
release.
[For details: www.iastate,edu, www.sciencedaily.co]

Laser Technologies Analyze Combustion
       To Promote Alternative Fuel Use

EKL Sudoku 16
[Hard]

[Solution in Page 44 ]

Solving puzzle helps to
improve concentration. Fill
each row, column and 3x3
grids in bold borders with
each of the digits from 1 to
9 using reasoning.  [BNN]
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Management

No one can make you serve customers well. That’s because great
service is a choice.

Years ago, Harvey Mackay, told a wonderful story about a cab
driver that proved this point. He was waiting in line for a ride at the
airport. When a cab pulled up, the first thing Harvey noticed was
that the taxi was polished to a bright shine. Smartly dressed in a white
shirt, black tie, and freshly pressed black slacks, the cab driver jumped
out and rounded the car to open the back passenger door for Harvey.
He handed him a laminated card and said:

‘I’m Wally, your driver. While I’m loading your bags in the trunk
I’d like you to read my mission statement.’
Taken aback, Harvey read the card. It said:
Wally’s Mission Statement:

“To get my customers to their destination in the quickest, safest and
cheapest way possible in a friendly environment.”

This blew Harvey away. Especially when he noticed that the inside
of the cab matched the outside. Spotlessly clean! As he slid behind
the wheel, Wally said, ‘Would you like a cup of coffee? I have a thermos
of regular and one of decaf.’
Harvey said jokingly, ‘No, I’d prefer a soft drink.’
Wally smiled and said, ‘No problem. I have a cooler up front with
regular and Diet Coke, water and orange juice.’
Almost stuttering, Harvey said, ‘I’ll take a Diet Coke.’
Handing him his drink, Wally said, ‘If you’d like something to read, I
have The Wall Street Journal, Time, Sports Illustrated and USA Today.’

As they were pulling away, Wally handed him another laminated
card. ‘These are the stations I get and the music they play, if you’d
like to listen to the radio.’

And as if that weren’t enough, Wally told Harvey that he had the
air conditioning on and asked if the temperature was comfortable for
him.   Then he advised Harvey of the best route to his destination for
that time of day. He also let him know that he’d be happy to chat and

Customer Service
 Ducks or Eagles
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tell him about some of the sights or, if Harvey preferred, to leave him
with his own thoughts.

‘Tell me, Wally,’ Harvey asked the driver, ‘have you always served
customers like this?’

Wally smiled into the rear-view mirror. ‘No, not always. In fact,
it’s only been in the last two years. My first five years driving, I spent
most of my time complaining like all the rest of the cabbies do.
Then I heard the personal growth guru, Wayne Dyer, on the radio one
day.   He had just written a book called You’ll See It When You Believe
It. Dyer said that if you get up in the morning expecting to have a bad
day, you’ll rarely disappoint yourself.

He said, ‘Stop complaining!  Differentiate yourself from your
competition. Don’t be a duck. Be an eagle. Ducks quack and complain.
Eagles soar above the crowd.”

‘That hit me right between the eyes,’ said Wally. ‘Dyer was really
talking about me. I was always quacking and complaining, so I decided
to change my attitude and become an eagle.

I looked around at the other cabs and their drivers. The cabs
were dirty, the drivers were unfriendly, and the customers were unhappy.
So I decided to make some changes. I put in a few at a time. When
my customers responded well, I did more.’
‘I take it that has paid off for you,’ Harvey said.

‘It sure has,’ Wally replied. ‘My first year as an eagle, I doubled
my income from the previous year. This year I’ll probably quadruple it.
You were lucky to get me today. I don’t sit at cabstands anymore. My
customers call me for appointments on my cell phone or leave a message
on my answering machine. If I can’t pick them up myself, I get a reliable
cabbie friend to do it and I take a piece of the action.’

Wally was phenomenal. He was running a limo service out of a
Yellow Cab. Harvey probably told that story to more than fifty cab
drivers over the years, and only two took the idea and ran with it.
Whenever Harvey went  to their cities, he would give them a call.
The rest of the drivers quacked like ducks and told him all the reasons
they couldn’t do any of what he was suggesting.

Johnny the Bagger and Wally the Cab Driver made a different
choice. They decided to stop quacking like ducks and start soaring
like eagles.

How about you?  Apply it in your own businesses and homes and see
the change around you.
[Sourced by: P M Joshi, ADNIC, Abu Dhabi]
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New IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew Ideas

Let Your Creative Ideas Bloom
The purpose of  this  column is  to   bring out   original and

creative ideas from readers  for consideration by  researchers or
entrepreneurs for development as products, systems or services for the
benefit of the society. Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum
resources – materials, energy, human effort etc - and speedy conversion
from ‘concept to consumer’  should be kept in focus while proposing
ideas which should be truly original.

In case any of the ideas given in EKL are already in use, kindly
inform us. e-mail your  ideas to:  eklines@gmail.com, giving address,
e-mail ID, phone no. etc. Alternatively, ideas may be sent by post  to
EKL office:

Attention: Sr. Knowledge Executive, Knowledge House,
Mathrubhumi Road, Trivandrum 695 035, India.

Wishlist

Walking monitor
Walking is adjudged as the best form of regular exercise with

clear health benefits.(Read more in EKL Dec.’07 issue).  If we can get
a measure of the walking we do everyday, it would be helpful to plan
it more effectively for reaping maximum benefits from this ‘king’ of
exercises.

A tiny portable device which can be kept in our pocket during
a walking session,  capable of telling us the speed with which we are
walking  by measuring the number of foot steps, also informing the
total distance traversed from the start (calibrated in advance by the
standard length of our foot steps), total time of walking etc. Other
parameters like pulse rate, BP, body temperature etc. may also be
measured and made available through audible sounds and displays on
an LCD screen. Finally, it should be possible to download all these
details into a PC for analysis purposes.

Throw-away Laptop
           The hassle of carrying a laptop securely is often faced by  the
rising population of laptop savvy people these days. Theft , damage
etc are perennial problems, with the associated issue of data loss. With
the availability of fast broadband connectivity (thick pipe) in many
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places now, it is possible to do away with one’s own laptop, by parking
the files in some secured sites. With a simple gadget resembling a
laptop, but with just a keyboard, display, communication capability,
which can be got on hire, say from the hotel, we would be able to
retrieve our files, work on it  and park it back at the site. Apparently
no data will be left in the laptop-like device after this. Such throw
away laptops could be hired for temporary use. At airports, aircrafts,
public places, trains, hotel rooms etc such terminals should be available,
relieving us from the burden of carrying our own laptop.

During the past three years  EKL has  been pursuing its noble aim
of helping the readers to stay tuned to the latest trends in
technologies, understand the emerging practices in management
of affairs affecting the daily activities of organizations and
individuals, be aware of the new developments in health care sector
etc. With all humility, we believe that we have been fairly successful
in this mission of  knowledge empowerment of  the readers, subject
to the constraints of such a small book, with ‘brevity’ as the
catchword.  At the same time, we have also been careful in staying
within the self-imposed boundaries of just reporting the
developments, without making any judgment from our side or
promoting any of the new technologies, leaving the choice to the
readers to make their inferences. In other words, what we do in
EKL is just plain reporting of what we come across in various sunrise
fields.
 ‘Disruptive Technologies’ (Courtesy: Christianson of Harvard),  are
always on the prowl in every field and it is urgent  that we get
prepared to face the challenges thrown up by them. In fact, it is
here that EKL contents  come into play to forewarn the readers of
the impending techno-managerial threats.
         It is our humble request to the readers  that  any judgment or
actions based on the matters reported in EKL columns should be
done by the readers themselves, after in-depth probing.  This
disclaimer is applicable equally well to all topics like technology,
management, health care etc. Readers are strongly advised to seek
professional help in all such cases.              EKL Editorial T EKL Editorial T EKL Editorial T EKL Editorial T EKL Editorial Teameameameameam

EKL Contents - A Cautionary Note
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“I didn’t get anything done today,” I complained at the end of a
long day as I tucked the new baby in her crib and sighed. “I feel
exhausted, but the house and kids look as messy as they did when the
day started, “What did you do today?” my husband asked.
I gave him a dirty look.

“I’m not trying to be funny,” he continued. “What did you do
today?”

“Well, I got up at five to feed, change and rock the baby. Then
there was breakfast, baths, and dishes, and then it was time to feed,
change and rock the baby again. Then there was washing, lunch,
more dishes, rides to kindergarten, homework, piano lessons, and then
it was time to feed, change and rock the baby again.”

“Hold it,” my husband interrupted. “Sounds as though you did
quite a bit. So what’s the problem?”

“I don’t know. I guess I mean I didn’t get anything important
done today. You know, something besides the same old routine.”

“Join the crowd.” My husband answered.
We both yawned and crawled into bed. Just when we had almost

dropped off to sleep, the baby cried again from her crib.
“I’ll get her,” I whispered as my husband rolled over and moaned.
I cradled our young daughter in my arms and walked down the

hall to the den. Sitting in the overstuffed rocker, I gently enclosed
the baby in the bend of my neck. Her tiny body relaxed as I quietly
sang the words of her favourite song, “How I love my little Ashley,
sweet and precious little Ashley. How I love my little Ashley. Honest-
to-goodness I do.”
I felt Ashley’s warm infant body mould to mine, and after a moment,
she began the deep breathing of sleep. Normally I’d have hurriedly
put her back into bed, but I could see the stars from the window in
the night sky, and something held me there.
“What did I do today?” I asked myself again…”I rocked my baby and
told her I loved her.”

Maybe I didn’t finish the wash, vacuum the stairs, or solve the
world’s hunger problems. But I rocked my baby and told her
I loved her. May be, just may be, that is the most important thing
I will ever do.

I can’t get anything done
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Figure:2 HITS System

Wedding ring is a billion dollar sentiment. Throughout the ages
wedding rings of miniscule size to huge extravaganza at one time or
other have been worn on every finger of both the hands. It is a sacred
symbol of a holy contract entered into between a man and a woman
on an auspicious occasion. A pious housewife highlights that this sacred
piece of jewellery had been a precise sweet reminder for her life mate
to be back home at the earliest on a hectic day. However a pessimist
bemoans in a lighter vein “Marriage is a three ring circus: Engagement
ring, Wedding ring and Suffering.”

This sentimental tradition can be traced back to ancient Egyptian
Civilization. Initially these rings were made out of fibres of plants that
were abound in the banks of River Nile. Walls of early Egyptian tomb
amply testify the existence of such a tradition. In the wake of invasion
of Egypt by Alexander the Great this sentimental custom diffused to
Greece and Rome.

Interestingly its circular shape bears neither a beginning nor an
end symbolizing unfathomable passion symbolizing perfect unison
between two souls. It was left to Pope Innocent III to elevate this
empirical custom to the status of a sacred symbol unifying two  hearts
in a wedding ceremony. This gesture of the Pope also signaled the
religious sanction for solemnizing weddings in churches. Monarchs

Wedding Rings
Circlets of Eternal Love

General
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A Texas millionaire

A Texas millionaire had fallen ill. The doctors consulted did not
seem to understand what ailed him. The millionaire let it be known
that any doctor who could heal him could have whatever he
desired.
A country doctor was finally able to cure him, and as the doctor
was leaving after a week’s stay, the Texan said, “Doc! I am a man
of my word. You name it, and if it is humanly possible I’ll get it for
you.”
“Well,” said the doctor, “I love to play golf, so if I could have a
matching set of golf clubs, that would be fine.” With that the
physician left.
The doctor didn’t hear from the Texan millionaire for some months.
Then, one day, he got a phone call from the millionaire.
“Doc, I bet you thought that I had gone back on my word. I have
your matching set of golf clubs. The reason it took so long is that
two of them didn’t have swimming pools, and I didn’t think they
were good enough for you. So I had pools installed and they’re all
ready for you now!”  [DSR]

had a fascination to convey their sentiments through these symbolic
rings. Charles III, a pretender to the throne presented his sweet heart
with an inscription “The crown is due to you and me”. Napoleon
inscribed on his wedding ring “To destiny”. Cleopatra ordered a ring
carved from solid emerald. Twelve small diamonds adorned gold serpent
with its tail in its mouth on Queen Victoria’s wedding ring. The smallest
wedding ring in history is attributed to a two year old Princess Mary of
England who in 1518 was betrothed to Dauphin of France.

The wedding ring is always worn on the third finger of the left
hand. This tradition is inherited from ancient Romans who had a
romantic notion that the vein of that finger known as “vein of love”
had a direct access to heart.

With the passage of time double ring ceremony came into vogue.
During World War II it was customary among soldiers to wear the ring
as a token of remembrance of their family.
     [T R Thiagarajan, Chennai]
e-mail:barsana_2000@yahoo.com
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Books Scan

‘Blue Revolution‘Blue Revolution‘Blue Revolution‘Blue Revolution‘Blue Revolution’’

Ian R CalderIan R CalderIan R CalderIan R Calder

’’’
Integrated Land and Water Resource
Management
Book by: Ian R Calder, Professor
of Land Use and Water Resources
Research, Univ. of New Castle.
Published by: Earthscan
The green revolution which
provided the means for the
developing-world to feed itself,
was a technological evolution
driven by advances in plant
breeding, pest control, and the
application of fertilizers, with its
outcome of  greater farm
productivity. Blue revolution on
the other hand, addresses much
wider issues. These  concern both
our own generation and future
generations, as they relate to  the
long-term sustainability of  the
water resources as it affects not
only food production, but also the
basic human needs for  drinking
water and sanitation, for ecology
and the environment, and for our
modern industries and power
generation. The blue revolution,
although supported by
technological advances, is more
a philosophical revolution in the
way in which we respect the
world’s environment and one of
its precious assets, ‘water.’ The
outcome of this revolution will be
plans and strategies, and new

designs for land use and all water
related developments.
 The book presents evidence of
the need to integrate land-
management decision making
into the process of integrated
water resource management. It
shows the  key issues involved in
finding the  balance between the
competing demands for land and
water: for food and other forms of
economic production, for
sustaining livelihoods, and for
conservation, amenity, recreation
and the requirement of the
environment.
Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:

Courtesy:Courtesy:Courtesy:Courtesy: The British LibraryThe British LibraryThe British LibraryThe British Library,,,,
TTTTrivandrum]rivandrum]rivandrum]rivandrum]

New Understanding: Land
Use and Water Interactions

Forests and Water: Myths and
Mother Statements

Water resources and the Limits
Concept: A Systems approach to
Estimating Evaporation

The New Ideals
Policies, Power and Perversity
Water Resource Conflicts

[Courtesy: The British Library,
Trivandrum]
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‘‘‘‘The FThe FThe FThe Future of Tuture of Tuture of Tuture of Technologyechnologyechnologyechnology’’
TTTTom Standageom Standageom Standageom Standage

((((The EconomistThe EconomistThe EconomistThe Economist publication) publication) publication) publication)

‘The Future of Technology’’’
Book edited by: Tom Standage
(The Economist publication)
Publishedby: Profile Books Ltd,
London

Around 20 years ago, the
Internet was virtually unknown
and only a few people had mobile
phones. What has happened in
the intervening period is
remarkable. Technology has been
one of the  main drivers of
business change and globalisation.
It has also become an increasingly
integral and important part of our
daily lives, both at work and at
home. The book contains a
collection of surveys and articles
from The Economist  which
examines how far technology has
come and where it is heading.

In  the  Information
Technology (IT)  section, it
examines how the industry is
maturing in the post-bubble era,
so that competitive advantage
now depends on how the
technology is applied, rather than
the technology itself; explains why
work still needs to be done to
make IT more secure and less
complex for users; and reveals
how the world of work is being
transformed by technology,
through outsourcing.

In the consumer electronics
section, the discussion is about

the technological innovation
sweeping across this field, under
the influence of computer and
Internet. In particular, it
examines mobile phones, video
games and the idea of the digital
home. Finally, the three
candidates for the next big
technological revolution –
biotechnology, energy technology
and nanotechnology –  and robots
and artificial intelligence are
discussed.
Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:
PPPPart 1. Information technologyart 1. Information technologyart 1. Information technologyart 1. Information technology
grows upgrows upgrows upgrows up

PPPPart 2. The shift towardsart 2. The shift towardsart 2. The shift towardsart 2. The shift towards
consumer electronicsconsumer electronicsconsumer electronicsconsumer electronics

PPPPart 3. Searching for the neart 3. Searching for the neart 3. Searching for the neart 3. Searching for the next bigxt bigxt bigxt big
thingthingthingthing

Source:Source:Source:Source: EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]

Part 1. Information technology
grows up
Coming of age, Securing the cloud,
Make it simple,  A world of work
Part 2. The shift towards
consumer electronics

Mobile phones, Gaming,·
Digital home
Part 3. Searching for the next big
thing

Climbing the helical staircase
Energy, Small wonders
Robots and artificial

intelligence
[Source: EKL InfoCentre]
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Journals Scan

‘The McKinsey QuarterlyThe McKinsey QuarterlyThe McKinsey QuarterlyThe McKinsey QuarterlyThe McKinsey Quarterly
Driving Radical Change
Number 4, 2007

Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:

StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy’s strategist:’s strategist:’s strategist:’s strategist:

The transformation challenge
Research and perspectives on

management
CEOs on strategy and

social issues
How to choose

between growth and
Returns On Invested
Capital (ROIC)

Anticipating customer
queries in call centres

How one company maintained
momentum - Experience of South
Africa’s Transnet

Building an effective change
agent team

Harnessing the power of
informal employee networks

Strategy’s strategist: An
interview with Richard Rumelt,
a professor at UCLA’s   Anderson
School of Management and an
authority on strategy.

Serving aging baby boomers
Inventing the 21st century

purchasing organization
Retail and Consumer Goods:

Source:Source:Source:Source: EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]

China: Small budgets, small
wardrobes

India: Shopping with the family
Brazil: Fashion conscious,

credit ready
At home with India’s middle

class
[Source: EKL InfoCentre]

Solution to EKL Sudoku 16
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‘Harvard Business Review‘Harvard Business Review‘Harvard Business Review‘Harvard Business Review‘Harvard Business Review’’’’’
 December  2007

Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:
The four truths of the storyThe four truths of the storyThe four truths of the storyThe four truths of the story

tellertellerteller

China + India: The powerChina + India: The powerChina + India: The powerChina + India: The power
of twoof twoof twoof two

Breakthrough thinkingBreakthrough thinkingBreakthrough thinkingBreakthrough thinking
from Inside the boxfrom Inside the boxfrom Inside the box

What every leader needsWhat every leader needsWhat every leader needsWhat every leader needs
to know about followers to know about followers to know about followers 

The four truths of the story
tellerteller – Leaders can use well-
crafted stories to captivate and
inspire people whose help they
need. A top movie producer and
entertainment industry executive,
Peter Guber,  shares the secrets
he’s learned.

China + India: The power
of two  - After decades of
hostility, China and India have
begun to cooperate. Companies
that make use of both nations’
capabilities stand to gain
competitive advantage.

Breakthrough thinking
from Inside the boxfrom Inside the box – Ask people
to think outside the box, and
many of them simply freeze up.
You will generate far more ideas
if you construct new boxes for
people to think within.

What every leader needs
to know about followers to know about followers –
Your subordinates are not an
amorphous bunch. A new typology
that classifies them according to
their level of engagement can
help you better understand their

relationships
with superiors and manage them
more effectively.

Deals without delusionsDeals without delusionsDeals without delusionsDeals without delusions

The customerThe customerThe customerThe customer’s revenge’s revenge’s revenge

Making relationships workMaking relationships workMaking relationships workMaking relationships work

S i m p l i c i t y - m i n d e dS i m p l i c i t y - m i n d e dS i m p l i c i t y - m i n d e dS i m p l i c i t y - m i n d e d
managementmanagementmanagementmanagement

Is  it real? Can we win? Is itIs  it real? Can we win? Is itIs  it real? Can we win? Is itIs  it real? Can we win? Is it
worth doing?worth doing?worth doing?worth doing?

Executive summaries.Executive summaries.Executive summaries.Executive summaries.

Source:Source:Source:Source: EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]EKL InfoCentre]

Deals without delusions
– How to keep flawed notions from
impeding the Mergers &
Acquisitions  process

The customer’s revenge’s revenge –
Case study

Making relationships work
– Conversation with Psychologist
John M. Gottman

S i m p l i c i t y - m i n d e d
management –  As corporations
add layer upon layer of complexity,
they grow increasingly unwieldy
and ungovernable.  Simplicity is
no longer a nice-to-have virtue;
it’s an imperative for bottom line
success. (Best practice)

Is  it real? Can we win? Is it
worth doing? –  Overly cautious
companies can  strangle their own
growth by avoiding risky projects.
Better to screen them
systematically for maximum
balance and profit. (Tool kit)

Executive summaries.

[Source: EKL InfoCentre]
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The Last Word

‘You will never change your life until you change something
you do daily. The secret of your success is found in your daily
routine.’
                                                               - John C. Maxwell

Annual Subscribers
An Appeal

Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) has successfully
moved to the third year of publication, riding on the
wings of unstinted support extended by you all, our valued
readers. For many, EKL is  a ‘Collector’s Item’, as we could
understand from the requests pouring in from readers
for back volumes. We take it as an approval of the
publishing model we have introduced for the first time
in the country – BrBrBrBrBrevityevityevityevity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, and, and, and, and
Simplicity in Knowledge Dissemination.Simplicity in Knowledge Dissemination.Simplicity in Knowledge Dissemination.Simplicity in Knowledge Dissemination.

WWWWith best wishesith best wishesith best wishesith best wishes
Editorial TEditorial TEditorial TEditorial Team, EKLeam, EKLeam, EKLeam, EKL

evity, Clarity, Authenticity, and
Simplicity in Knowledge Dissemination.

For our growth we look forward to the continued
support from readers like you by renewing the
subscriptions( most of you would have done it, we are
sure) and also spreading the message of EKL to like-
minded readers, who can appreciate such an initiative,
away from the regular kind.
May we solicit your help?
With best wishes
Editorial Team, EKL
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